General comments of the Vision's Key
Messages (10min)

How do we
envision the
transition in the
cement or
mining industry?

Be clear in how the
Vision places the
extractive industries
in the transition, ie.
circular delivery
models, materials
innovation, etc

We need to emphasize
what we do in the
region , we need to
acknowledge what we
already do. We risk not
to use at our best our
potentials.

More exchange of
information is
needed across
value chains to
create reverse
cycles

visualize both large
and SMEs which are
either born
"circular" or are
doing the transition
to circularity

Creating more suitable
ecosystems for discussions - put
together large/small businesses
to exchange knowledge, data... pre-competitive collaboration / a
collaborative framework.
Acknowledge that there is a
cultural challenge for
collaboration in LAC; companies
very reluctant to open
information/collaborate

identify
hindrances
to a uniﬁed
vision
implement more
remanufacturing
practices as
opportunity for
jobs creation

estimulate
ecosystems that
gather various
parts of the value
chain and mix
various sectors

Many SMEs are circular
in the core / by design.
They need enabling
conditions to thrive.
They need to be
identiﬁed and known

Informal not
necessarily
needs to be
formal

The need to create
intelligence for circularity in
value chains - data
generation / quality /
availability / visibility
(robustness / precision /
visualisation)

Importance of creating
multi-sectoral
ecosystems
vs / plus
Sector-speciﬁc
guidance (and sectoral
chambers onboard)

How would the Vision be most useful for your
organization? (10min)

create
a direction,
a pathway that
companies can
get inspired

deﬁne
sectorial
leadership

DATA
availability /
quality...
Important

focus point:
regional
alignment for
circular economy
strategies

Knowledge
Partner
and
articulator

corporates should
focus on their
own materiality
frameworks as a
priority (i.e. dams
waste)

Inform the
role of
ﬁnance for
the transition

What are the obstacles and opportunities of
transitioning to the circular economy from your
organization’s perspective? (10min)
challenge:
acceptance from the
consumer to
adquire reused and
repaired materials,
leasing models, etc.

provide
space to
interact
ideas

opportunities for
developing new
materiais and get
latin america
companies in
a global context

opportunities to
implement
circular economy
strategies at
macro, meso and
micro levels

opportunity to develop
pilot projects that
demonstrate circularity
in practice with
a speciﬁc value chain in
a collaborative manner

Involve sectoral
chambers to help
not only
leading/early
adopters but also to
mainstream the
circular economy

obstacles lay
in the
challenge of
collaboration

challenge: improve
communication
between diﬀerent
organizations to
implement eﬀective
bussiness models like
industrial simbiosis,

Financing the
transition,
specially for
SMEs

opportunity to
demonstrate the
beneﬁts of circular
governance and the
role of transition
brokers

Companies as actors to
share information with
public sector (cities/local
community) but also within
the value chains (i.e. map
local economic value chains
to understand where the
impact comes from)

In your opinion, what role should the
Coalition play in supporting the
achievement of the Regional Vision?

Information
scarcity regarding
circularity
analytics to bring
quality data to
management

Opportunity for large corporates:
1. Horizontally in value chains:
Through innovation - create
economic incentives for
circularity in their value chains
(eg. performance in circularity)
2. Vertically: in cities, bringing
intelligence/knowledge,
increasing knowledge in public
sector/communities

promote pilot
projects. as
the dutch say
"fail fast, learn
fast

Collective
Impact
Perspective

Build a knowledge /
framework /
information .. a go-to
space for companies
(sp. SMEs) to get
onboard the circular
economy

Deepen and
accelerate areas
in which LAC
region is weak (for
eg. re-design)

Point action
towards things
we do not do
that well yet,
e.g. Design

Access to ﬁinance
needs to be
improved, we riskt
only large players
doing CE

